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Rayford B. Taylor Collection | Finding Aid 
 
Summary Information 
 
Repository 
Houston Cole Library 
Alabama Gallery, 10th Floor 
700 Pelham Road North 
Jacksonville, AL 36265-1602 
256.782.8195 
 
Creator 
Houston Cole Library 
 
Title  
Rayford B. Taylor Collection 
 
Date 
circa 1880-2000 
 
Extent 
2 boxes, 63 folders (documentation), 568 items (photographs and negatives) 
 
Background Information 
 
Scope and Content Note 
This collection (cataloged on Bib #1583365) is comprised of various materials collected by Dr. Rayford 
Boles Taylor. The materials include handwritten notes, correspondence, newspaper clippings, student 
papers and bibliographies, photographs, and negatives related to Northeast Alabama history, primarily 
historic structures/homes and the families associated with them. The majority of the photographs were 
taken for inclusion in a monograph on antebellum Alabama architecture that Taylor intended to write 
with JSU faculty member Dr. Louise Wingo; the book was never completed. Some materials were 
collected by Dr. Taylor’s students for his Plantations of Northeast Alabama and other courses. 
  
Dr. Taylor (1937-2002) was a faculty member of the Jacksonville State University History and Foreign 
Languages Department beginning circa 1963 until his death in 2002. Taylor’s research interests included 
colonial America, Russia since 1855, and Northeast Alabama society and culture, especially during the 
antebellum period. [Sources: Anniston Star and JSU Chanticleer articles, descriptor’s personal 
knowledge, and collection documents] 
 
Arrangement 
This collection is arranged alphabetically and by category: 
• Box 1. Documentation 
o Folders 1-46, before divider. Families and Homes  [NOT DIGITIZED] 
o Folders 1-17, after divider. Bibliographies and Miscellaneous  [NOT DIGITIZED] 
• Box 2. Photographs & Negatives 
o Items 1-536. Photographs: 1880s-1990s [DIGITIZED] 
o Items 1-32, in folder. Personal Photographs & Negatives: 1980s-1990s [NOT DIGITIZED] 
 
Related materials 
Jacksonville State University Photographic Collection (Bib #835328) 
 
Administrative Information 
 
Access and Use 
This collection is open to researchers under the guidelines set out in the Houston Cole Library Policy and 
Procedures Manual, Alabama Gallery section. Please consult the policy for specific instructions. 
 
 Preferred citation 
 Rayford B. Taylor Collection, Houston Cole Library.  
 
Provenance 
This collection was donated to the Library by Dr. Peter Robinson, a faculty member in the JSU History 
and Foreign Languages Department, and the executor of Dr. Taylor’s will. The collection consisted of two 
boxes, one containing photographs and negatives in developer’s envelopes, the other file and manila 
folders containing various correspondence, handwritten and typed notes, and miscellanea.  
 
Processing Information 
Arranged and described by Bethany Latham, 2019. 
Photograph inventory by Alisha Cantrell, 2019. 
 
Physical Condition 
All materials are in good condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container Contents and Collection Inventory 
 
BOX 1: Documentation. Folders 1-46, Before Divider | Families and Homes [NOT DIGITIZED] 
  
Folder  Title/Description Date 
1 Bell, Edmund G. [1] Handwritten list of 1840 census roll of Bell family 
members 
[c.1990-1999] 
2 Black, Elijah Teague. [1] Photocopy of Census of Confederate Soldiers 
Residing in Alabama in 1907, Cleburne County, p.17 [2] Handwritten note 
copying Black entry 
[c.1990-1999] 
3 Boles/Census/House. [1] Handwritten notes on Bolls family from 1850 
census [2] Handwritten notes on Boles and Boals family from 1860 and 
1870 census [3] Handwritten notes on Bolls, Boals, and Boles families from 
1830 census [4] Handwritten note on Richard R. Boles [5] Handwritten 
note on Calhoun Tract Book [6] Handwritten notes on 1880 census 
March 1993 
4 Borden-Wheeler Springs. [1] Letter from Benna Jean Jones Dowdey to 
Rayford B. Taylor [2] Photocopy of information from a book on Borden-
Wheeler Springs [3] Photocopy from a book on Borden Springs 
December 1996 
5 Borders, Ellis Herbert. [1] Newspaper clipping from the Anniston Star of a 
tour group at the Borders Plantation home [2] Newspaper clipping of 
obituary for Ellis Herbert Borders 
July 1991 
6 Coffey House. [1] Newspaper clipping from the Anniston Star 28 
November 1993 [2] Photocopy from “SNEA, XI, no. 2, Jan. 1973, pg.8” 
about the Coffey family and handwritten copy of this information 
November 1993 
7 Cooper, Thomas Butler. [1] Two-page note of books on Party Politics in 
Alabama and the History of Alabama. 
[c.1990-1999] 
8 Cornwall Furnace. [1] Handwritten copy from Cherokee County Heritage, 
vol.1, no.1, January 1972 about Cornwall Furnace 
[c.1990-1999] 
9 Craig/Ferguson. [1] Handwritten note with information on Gilbert C. Craig [c.1990-1999] 
10 Crook/Rowan. [1] Newspaper clipping from 16 July 2000 Anniston Star 
about Ten Oaks 
July 2000 
11 Cummings Family. [1] Photocopy of “SNEA, v.XI, no.3, January 1973, 
p.122” regarding Cummings family and steamboat business [2] 
Handwritten copy of Cummings information  
[c.1990-1999] 
12 Elston. [1] Photocopies of several pages, book entires on Elson House in 
Talladega County  
[c.1990-1999] 
13 Embry, Bob. [1] Photocopy of a handwritten letter by Bob Embry to 
Senator Howell Heflin expressing his displeasure at Heflin voting not to 
renew the United Daughters of the Confederacy’s insignia design patent 
[2] Typewritten response from Senator Heflin 
August- 
September 1993 
14 Espy Family. [1] Handwritten notes on the Espy family, probably made by 
Grant Espy 
[c.1990-1999] 
15 Gladden, Joseph. [1] Masters paper by Pamela Hill “Joseph Gladden: 19th 
Century Planter from Calhoun County, AL” (cataloged separately on record 
#1583429) [2] Maps showing Gladden property [3] Photocopies of various 
census, deed, newspaper, email and other records pertaining to Joseph 
Gladden 
2001 
16 Goshen/Lively Cemetery. [1] Photocopies of historic newspapers with 
handwritten cover letter by Linda Cain [2] Handwritten notes from 
Calhoun County Tract Book. 
March 1994 
17 Green, James. [1] Handwritten notes on the Green family and Green 
Cemetery at Merrellton, Alabama.  
March 1992 
18 Greenleaf. [1] Newspaper clipping from Anniston Star, 29 December 1996 
with photos of the W.I. Greenleaf family. 
December 1996 
19 Greenwood House. [1] Handwritten letter by Miss Carrie Williams about 
the history of the house, located in Alexandria, with an illustrated 
postcard of the house enclosed [2] Photocopies of photos of the house 
and Samuel Lafayette Greene and Nancy Elizabeth Draper [3] Typewritten 
letter from Rayford Taylor to Carrie Williams [4] Hand-drawn map to 
Scabrough House [5] Photocopy of information on Greene family and 
Woodruff home in Alexandria with handwritten note “Robinson 
Collection” [6] Photocopies of information the Greene family [7] 
Newspaper clipping from Anniston Star of Greenwood’s new owner 
1988-1989 
20 Griffin Family. [1] Letter from Jan Batts to Rayford Taylor with photo of 
Batts children enclosed [2] Letter from Jan Batts to Rayford Taylor with 
Griffin family genealology enclosed [3] Handwritten notes on Griffin 
Family [4] Map of Benton County, 1852 (map scanned) 
1992 
21 Harbour House/Parker Family. [1] Handwritten notes regarding the 
Parker family and home place 
[c.1990-1999] 
22 Hood House. [1] Photocopy of page from SNEA v.XI, No.1, July 1972 entry 
on Joseph Nathaniel Hood [2] Handwritten copy of entry from photocopy 
[c.1990-1999] 
23 Hughes/Donoho House. [1] Photocopy of page from SNEA v.XI, No.1, July 
1972 entry on William P. Hughes [2] Handwritten copy of entry from 
photocopy 
[c.1990-1999] 
24 Gadsden: Hughes, Moragnes, Turrentines. [1] Photocopy of page from 
SNEA v.XI, No.3, January 1973 entry on Moragnes and Hughes [2] 
Handwritten copy of entry from photocopy [3] Photocopy of page from 
SNEA v.XI, No.3, January 1973 entry on Turrentine family [4] Handwritten 
copy of entry from photocopy 
[c.1990-1999] 
25 Johnson, A.S.: Johnson Log House, Goshen. [1] Piedmont centennial 
(1888-1988) newspaper [2] Photocopy of page from SNEA v.XIII, No.2, 
October 1974 entry on Johnson family [3] Handwritten copy of entry from 
photocopy 
1988 
26 Lewis Family. [1] Photocopy of page from SNEA v.XI, No.2, October 1972 
entry on James L. Kennedy and Frances J. Kennedy [2] Handwritten copy 
of entry from photocopy 
[c.1990-1999] 
27 Kelly, Sims. [1] Hand-drawn map to the Kelly House near Peaceburg Rd in 
Weaver 
February 1992 
28 Kimberly-Clark Village. [1] Newspaper clipping from the Birmingham 
News regarding the Kimberly-Clark village and Scott-McDougal log home 
10 May 1992 
29 Kyle, Robert B. [1] Photocopy of an entry from Northern Alabama on 
Roberty B. Kyle [2] Photocopy of an entry from Dictionary of Alabama 
Biography on Robert Benjamin Kyle. 
[c.1990-1999] 
30 Martin House. [1] Handwritten note on McCampbell, builder of Martin 
House 
[c.1990-1999] 
31 Morgan Family 1. [1] Magazine article on Franklin, Tennessee [2] Letter 
from Bobby J. Morgan with index of included biographical and 
genealogical materials about the Morgan family [3] Photocopy of 
photography of John F. Morgan from 1939 [4] Biographical charts of 
Morgan family members [4] Biographical sketches of Morgan family 
members [5] Photocopies from several publications about iron working 
and Bucks County, Pennsylvania [5] Information on Samuel Morgan from 
Spencer’s Regiment of Continental Troops during Revolutionary War [6] 
Assorted military and other records, marriage certificates, and census 
records for Benton County [7] Handwritten letter by Rayford Taylor to 
“George” regarding Morgan family 
1992 
32 Morgan Family 2. Photocopies of [1] North Carolina Land Grants in 
Tennessee, 1778-1791 [2] Bucks County Historical Society documents [3] 
Historical Sketches: Presbyterian Churchs and Early Settlers in Northeast 
Georgia [4] Boone family geneaology [5] History of Franklin County, 
Georgia [6] Photo of 1919 Piedmont Masonic Lodge members from White 
Plains, Alabama [7] Assorted geneaological documents on Morgan family 
members [8] Dictionary of Alabama Biography entries on Morgan family 
members [9] Letter from Bobby Morgan to Harbin Morgan with 
enclosures of Morgan family geneaological materials 
1992 
33 Ray, Teague. [1] Photocopy of page from SNEA Vol.XIII, January 1973, 
No.3, January 1975 regarding Teague Ray [2] Handwritten copy of Ray 
entry 
[c.1990-1999] 
34 Robinson, John. [1] Photocopies of biographical entries of Robinson 
family members [2] Typewritten index card regarding Lee House [3]  
[c.1990-1999] 
35 Rosewell. [1] Issue of Historic Preservation News, July/August 1992 
regarding the Rosewell plantation 
1992 
36 Sanborn Maps. [1] Pages from Historic Preservation, May-June 1993 
regarding Sanborn fire-insurance maps 
1993 
37 Sides, Elizabeth. [1] Photocopy of page from SNEA Vol.XI, January 1973, 
No.3 regarding Elizabeth Sides [2] Handwritten copy of Sides entry 
[c.1990-1999] 
38 Slack, J.C. [1] Handwritten note regarding marriage of Dr. J.C. Slack to 
Toddie Freeman 30 October 1889 
[c.1990-1999] 
39 Stewart, John Thomas. [1] Photocopy of page from SNEA Vol.XIII, No.1 
regarding John Thomas Stewart [2] Handwritten copy of Stewart entry 
[c.1990-1999] 
40 Thornton Family 1. [1] Handwritten notes on Thornton family [2] 
Typewritten pages and photocopies of handwritten notes regarding the 
Thornton family 
1990 
41 Thornton Family 2. [1] Handwritten note regarding Barringer and Morton 
in 1858 Columbus, Georgia [2] Empty envelope from Helen Turk Watson 
[3] Handwritten copies of census rolls from Mishaela Watley [4] 
Photocopies of Daily Columbus Enquirer from 1860 and 1861 regarding 
Dozier Thornton and his wife 
1991 
42 Thornton Family 3. [1] Handwritten notes from MIshaela Watley listing 
obits on Thornton family members [2] Photocopies of 1850 Census 
1991 
Muscogee County, Georgia [3] Photocopy of Gadsden Times 9 January 
1928 obituary of Ella Thornton Brown [4] Photocopy of Gadsden Daily 
Times 9 January 1922 obituary on R.B. Kyle 
43 Thornton Family 4. [1] Photocopies of census indexes for 1870 and 1880 
for Cherokee County regarding Thornton family 
[c.1990-1999] 
44 Thornton Family 5. [1] Photocopies of Confederate military service 
records for Thorntons [2] Photocopies of The Old Mardisville, Lebanon & 
Centre Land Office Records & Military Warrants 1834-1860 [3] Index to 
1830 Georgia census [4] Photocopy of pages from Burials and Deaths 
Reported in the Columbus Enquirer 1832-1872 regarding Thorntons [5] 
Photocopy of title page of Columbus on the Chattahoochee [6] 
Photocopies of book pages on Thornhill in Greene County, seat of the 
Thorntons. 
[c.1990-1999] 
45 Watt-Nelson (Long Shadows) House. [1] Photocopies of photos of the 
exterior of Long Shadows from 1960 [2] Floor plans of Long Shadows [3] 
Letter from Rayford Taylor to Mrs. Mann [4] Handwritten notes on the 
architecture of Long Shadows with genealogical information about the 
Watts family [5] Handrwritten notes on Nelson family and Long Shadows 
1992 
46 Yancey, Benjamin Cadworth. [1] Photocopies of a survey of the Benjamin 
C. Yancey Papers located at UNC Chapel Hill. 
[c.1990-1999] 
 
BOX 1: Documentation. Folders 1-17, After Divider | Bibliographies and Miscellaneous [NOT 
DIGITIZED] 
  
Folder  Title/Description Date 
1 Bibliography prepared by Tim Minor, “Books Useful for Civil War Study” [c.1990-1999] 
2 Handwritten bibliography of books on antebellum Alabama history [c.1990-1999] 
3 Handwritten bibliography of books on architecture and various book 
catalogs 
[c.1990-1999] 
4 Catalog of Civil War books from the Kraus company [c.1990-1999] 
5 “English-American Architecture” notes from Daniel Hollis’s presentation 
to the History Club, photocopies of architectural examples 
February 1994 
6 Notes on Cherokee County structures [c.1990-1999] 
7 General Highway Map, Cherokee County, Alabama, 1983 (also cataloged 
separately on record #1583427) 
1983 
8 Summary of Calhoun County History, Draft Edition, 1986 (also cataloged 
separately on record #1585164) 
1986 
9 The Lost Road to Goshen, paper by Alan B. Pass for Geography 442G 
course (also cataloged separately on record #1586789) 
1992 
10 Photocopy of extracted pages from Marriage Record, 1834 to 1850, 
Benton (Now Calhoun) County (Library has complete publication 
cataloged on record #229695) 
1976 
11 Photocopy of Northern Alabama: Historical and Biographical, missing Parts 
I-II (Library has complete publication cataloged on record #205831) 
1888 
12 Photocopy of extracted pages from v. III-VII of Cherokee County Heritage, 
land entries, tracts, plat book (Library has complete vols. I-VII cataloged 
on record #259887) 
1974-1978 
13 Handwritten notes on Cherokee County Tract Book entries [c.1990-1999] 
14 Photocopy of 1844 Tax Assessments for Benton (Calhoun) County (also 
cataloged separately on record #1586793) 
1991 
15 Map of Benton (now Calhoun) County tax beats, 1850 (also cataloged 
separately on record #1586795) 
1991 
16 Photocopy of selected pages of The Gilchrist of Alabama by Fred A. 
Gilchrist, covering the branches of John R., Ferdinand V., Anna, Thomas E. 
and William Gilchrist 
2000 
 
BOX 2: Photographs. Items 1-536 | 1880s-1990s [DIGITIZED] 
  
Item # Title/Description Date 
1 Ossie Hause and unidentified young male individual [Original courtesy of Ed 
Haslam 3322 Sommerville Ct. Montgomery, AL, 36111] 
c. 1880s 
2 Postcard of female individual from Bessie to Pearl Hause [Original courtesy 
of Ed Haslam 3322 Sommerville Ct. Montgomery, AL, 36111] 
c. 1900s-
1910s 
3 The Hause sisters [Original courtesy of Ed Haslam 3322 Sommerville Ct. 
Montgomery, AL, 36111] 
c. 1900s-
1910s 
4 Mary Robinson Hause seated outside [Original courtesy of Ed Haslam 3322 
Sommerville Ct. Montgomery, AL, 36111] 
c. 1900s-
1910s 
5 Jim and [Nin?] Worshaw and Children. Uncle and Aunt of Ed Haslam. 
[Original courtesy of Ed Haslam 3322 Sommerville Ct. Montgomery, AL, 
36111] 
c. 1900s-
1910s 
6 Fifteen graduates dressed in caps and gowns outside building [Original 
courtesy of Ed Haslam 3322 Sommerville Ct. Montgomery, AL, 36111] 
c. 1920s-
1940s 
7 Front exterior of blacksmith shop in Cedar Bluff, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
8 Side exterior of blacksmith shop in Cedar Bluff, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
9 Snow Hill Plantation, also known as the Williamson House, in Cedar Bluff, 
Alabama 
7 Aug 1986 
10 Snow Hill Plantation, also known as the Williamson House, in Cedar Bluff, 
Alabama 
7 Aug 1986 
11 Vase from inside Snow Hill Plantation, also known as the Williamson House, 
in Cedar Bluff, Alabama 
7 Aug 1986 
12 Mirror, framed pictures, vases, and cups from inside Snow Hill Plantation, 
also known as the Williamson House, in Cedar Bluff, Alabama 
7 Aug 1986 
13 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
14 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
15 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
16 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
17 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
18 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
19 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
20 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
21 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
22 Doorway of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
23 Doorway of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
24 Details on roofing of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
25 Exterior of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
26 Exterior of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
27 Exterior of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
28 Exterior of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
29 Chimney of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
30 Chimney of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
31 Chimney of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
32 Exterior of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
33 Side Exterior of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
34 Exterior of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
35 Chimney of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
36 Chimney of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 7 Aug 1986 
37 Exterior of unknown home from roadway 2 Jan 1987 
38 Exterior of unknown home from roadway 2 Jan 1987 
39 Exterior of unknown home from roadway 2 Jan 1987 
40 Exterior of unknown home from roadway 2 Jan 1987 
41 Exterior of unknown home 2 Jan 1987 
42 Exterior front door entrance of unknown home 2 Jan 1987 
43 Interior front door entrance of unknown home 2 Jan 1987 
44 Interior door of unknown home 2 Jan 1987 
45 Interior of unknown home 2 Jan 1987 
46 Interior railing and staircase of unknown home 2 Jan 1987 
47 Front exterior of home once located at 202 South Church Street in 
Jacksonville, Alabama. In late 1800s was the Jacksonville Female Academy. 
4 Mar 1987 
48 Front exterior of home once located at 202 South Church Street in 
Jacksonville, Alabama. In late 1800s was the Jacksonville Female Academy. 
4 Mar 1987 
49 Front exterior of Word or Bethea Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 4 Mar 1987 
50 Front exterior of Word or Bethea Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 4 Mar 1987 
51 Front exterior of Word or Bethea Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 4 Mar 1987 
52 Front exterior of Word or Bethea Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 4 Mar 1987 
53 Front exterior of Word or Bethea Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 4 Mar 1987 
54 Front exterior of Roebuck House in Jacksonville, Alabama. Purchased by 
Jacksonville State University in 1981 to be used as Alumni House. 
4 Mar 1987 
55 Front exterior of Roebuck House in Jacksonville, Alabama. Purchased by 
Jacksonville State University in 1981 to be used as Alumni House. 
4 Mar 1987 
56 Front exterior of Roebuck House in Jacksonville, Alabama. Purchased by 
Jacksonville State University in 1981 to be used as Alumni House. 
4 Mar 1987 
57 Front and side exterior of Roebuck House in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
Purchased by Jacksonville State University in 1981 to be used as Alumni 
House. 
4 Mar 1987 
58 Exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North Pelham 
Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
59 Exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North Pelham 
Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
60 Exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North Pelham 
Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
61 Fence and exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North 
Pelham Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
62 Close-up of front exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 
North Pelham Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
63 Close-up of exterior front columns of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located 
at 517 North Pelham Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
64 Rear side exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North 
Pelham Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
65 The Magnolias, Home of Clarence William Daugette from 1873-1942, marker 
erected by General John H. Forney Historical Society in 1963. 
4 Mar 1987 
66 Side exterior of The Magnolias, Home of Clarence William Daugette from 
1873-1942, located in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
67 Side exterior of The Magnolias, Home of Clarence William Daugette from 
1873-1942, located in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
68 Side exterior of The Magnolias, Home of Clarence William Daugette from 
1873-1942, located in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
69 Side exterior of The Magnolias, Home of Clarence William Daugette from 
1873-1942, located in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
70 Doorway of The Magnolias, Home of Clarence William Daugette from 1873-
1942, located in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
71 Exterior of The Magnolias, Home of Clarence William Daugette from 1873-
1942, located in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
72 Exterior of The Magnolias, Home of Clarence William Daugette from 1873-
1942, located in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
4 Mar 1987 
73 Front exterior of Webb Chesnut House located at 4470 Main Street in 
Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
74 Front exterior of Webb Chesnut House located at 4470 Main Street in 
Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
75 Front exterior of Webb Chesnut House located at 4470 Main Street in 
Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
76 Front exterior of Webb Chesnut House located at 4470 Main Street in 
Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
77 Rear exterior of Webb Chesnut House located at 4470 Main Street in 
Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
78 Side exterior of Webb Chesnut House located at 4470 Main Street in 
Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
79 Front side exterior of Webb Chesnut House located at 4470 Main Street in 
Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
80 Front side exterior of Webb Chesnut House located at 4470 Main Street in 
Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
81 Front side exterior of Webb Chesnut House located at 4470 Main Street in 
Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
82 Side exterior of Webb Chesnut House located at 4470 Main Street in 
Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
83 Chimney exterior and roof of Webb Chesnut House located at 4470 Main 
Street in Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
84 Close-up exterior of columns and porch of Webb Chesnut House located at 
4470 Main Street in Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
85 Close-up exterior of columns and doorway of Webb Chesnut House located 
at 4470 Main Street in Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
86 Small detached building with Webb Chesnut House located at 4470 Main 
Street in Gaylesville, Alabama, Cherokee County 
6 Mar 1987 
87 Tennessee Alabama Georgia Railway 6 Mar 1987 
88 Exterior of Lee Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 6 Mar 1987 
89 Exterior of Lee Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 6 Mar 1987 
90 Exterior of Lee Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 6 Mar 1987 
91 Exterior of Lee Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 6 Mar 1987 
92 Exterior of Lee Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 6 Mar 1987 
93 Exterior of Lee Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 6 Mar 1987 
94 Exterior of Lee Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 6 Mar 1987 
95 Exterior of Lee Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 6 Mar 1987 
96 Exterior of Lee Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 6 Mar 1987 
97 Doctor Francis’ Office marker erected by General John H. Forney Historical 
Society on March 1, 1973. 
13 Mar 1987 
98 Front and side exterior of Dr. J.C. Francis’ Office located on Gayle Avenue in 
Jacksonville, Alabama 
13 Mar 1987 
99 Rear and side exterior of Dr. J.C. Francis’ Office located on Gayle Avenue in 
Jacksonville, Alabama 
13 Mar 1987 
100 Exterior of First Presbyterian Church located at 200 Clinton St SW in 
Jacksonville, Alabama 
13 Mar 1987 
101 Exterior of First Presbyterian Church located at 200 Clinton St SW in 
Jacksonville, Alabama 
13 Mar 1987 
102 Exterior of First Presbyterian Church located at 200 Clinton St SW in 
Jacksonville, Alabama 
13 Mar 1987 
103 Exterior of First Presbyterian Church located at 200 Clinton St SW in 
Jacksonville, Alabama 
13 Mar 1987 
104 Exterior of First Presbyterian Church located at 200 Clinton St SW in 
Jacksonville, Alabama 
13 Mar 1987 
105 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 13 Mar 1987 
106 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 13 Mar 1987 
107 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 13 Mar 1987 
108 Exterior of Harbour Home in Goshen, Alabama 13 Mar 1987 
109 Exterior of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 13 Mar 1987 
110 Exterior of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 13 Mar 1987 
111 Exterior of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 13 Mar 1987 
112 Exterior of Hall or Ray Home in Piedmont, Alabama 13 Mar 1987 
113 Exterior of unknown home 13 Mar 1987 
114 Exterior of unknown home 13 Mar 1987 
115 Exterior of unknown home 13 Mar 1987 
116 Exterior of unknown home 13 Mar 1987 
117 Side exterior of unknown home 13 Mar 1987 
118 Exterior of unknown home 13 Mar 1987 
119 Exterior of unknown home 13 Mar 1987 
120 Exterior of unknown home 13 Mar 1987 
121 Part of the exterior of unknown home 13 Mar 1987 
122 Exterior of unknown home c. 13 Mar 
1987 
123 Exterior of unknown home c. 13 Mar 
1987 
124 Man, woman, and child outside unknown home on porch and beside tree c. 1920s-
1939 
125 Woman seated at spinning wheel inside bedroom of unknown home c. 1920s-
1939 
126 Front and side exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
127 Front and side exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
128 Side exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
129 Front exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
130 Front exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
131 Exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
132 Exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
133 Exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
134 Exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
135 Exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
136 Exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
137 Exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
138 Exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
139 Exterior of unknown home 15 Mar 1988 
140 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
141 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
142 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
143 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
144 Exterior doorway of unknown home 1988 
145 Exterior doorway of unknown home 1988 
146 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
147 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
148 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
149 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
150 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
151 Grave markers in cemetery  1988 
152 Grave markers in cemetery 1988 
153 Land and trees with unknown home in distance 1988 
154 Brick bridge or monument 1988 
155 Brick monument sign that reads, “This marks the place where Gen. N.B. 
Forrest with 322 men captured Col. A.D. Streight with 1466 men May 3, 
1863. Erected by Forney District ALA Division United Daughters of the 
Confederacy June 3, 1939” 
1988 
156 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
157 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
158 Exterior of unknown home and parked cars 1988 
159 Exterior of unknown home and parked cars 1988 
160 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
161 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
162 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating home  1988 
163 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating home  1988 
164 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
165 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
166 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
167 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
168 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
169 Exterior of unknown home 1988 
170 Exterior of single level unknown home with tin roof 25 Mar 1988 
171 Exterior of single level unknown home with tin roof 25 Mar 1988 
172 Front exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
173 Front exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
174 Rear exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
175 Rear exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
176 Front exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
177 Front exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
178 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
179 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
180 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
181 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
182 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
183 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
184 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
185 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
186 Exterior of unknown home through wooded area 25 Mar 1988 
187 Exterior of unknown home through wooded area 25 Mar 1988 
188 Exterior of unknown home through wooded area 25 Mar 1988 
189 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
190 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
191 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
192 Land and road to unknown home in distance 25 Mar 1988 
193 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
194 Exterior of unknown home 25 Mar 1988 
195 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating wooden home with tin roof 28 Mar 1988 
196 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
197 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
198 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
199 Close up of front exterior details of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
200 Rear exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
201 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
202 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
203 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
204 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
205 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
206 Close up of front exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
207 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
208 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
209 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
210 Exterior of unknown home surrounded by trees, shrubs, and fence 28 Mar 1988 
211 Exterior of unknown home surrounded by trees, shrubs, and fence 28 Mar 1988 
212 Exterior of unknown home surrounded by trees, shrubs, and fence 28 Mar 1988 
213 Exterior of unknown home with fence 28 Mar 1988 
214 Exterior of unknown home with fence 28 Mar 1988 
215 Exterior of unknown home with fence 28 Mar 1988 
216 Exterior of unknown home with fence 28 Mar 1988 
217 Close up of front exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
218 Exterior of unknown home surrounded by trees, shrubs, and fence 28 Mar 1988 
219 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
220 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
221 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
222 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
223 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating home  28 Mar 1988 
224 Exterior of unknown home and parked cars 28 Mar 1988 
225 Exterior of unknown home and parked cars 28 Mar 1988 
226 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
227 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
228 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
229 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
230 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
231 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
232 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
233 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
234 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
235 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
236 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
237 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
238 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
239 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
240 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
241 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
242 Exterior of unknown home with parked car 28 Mar 1988 
243 Exterior of unknown home with parked car 28 Mar 1988 
244 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
245 Exterior of unknown wooden home by large tree 28 Mar 1988 
246 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
247 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
248 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
249 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
250 Exterior of unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
251 Parked car beside unknown home 28 Mar 1988 
252 Interior doorway of unknown home 18 May 1988 
253 Fireplace mantel inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
254 Doors and ladder inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
255 Doors and ladder inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
256 Doors and ladder inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
257 Interior of unknown home 18 May 1988 
258 Doors inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
259 Doors inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
260 Doors inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
261 Doors inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
262 Doors inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
263 Doors inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
264 Interior of unknown home 18 May 1988 
265 Interior of unknown home 18 May 1988 
266 Interior of unknown home 18 May 1988 
267 Doors inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
268 Doors inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
269 Interior of unknown home 18 May 1988 
270 Doors inside unknown home 18 May 1988 
271 Exterior of unknown home with parked car 18 May 1988 
272 Exterior of unknown home with parked car 18 May 1988 
273 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating home 2 Aug 1988 
274 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating home 2 Aug 1988 
275 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating home 2 Aug 1988 
276 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating home 2 Aug 1988 
277 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating home 2 Aug 1988 
278 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating home 2 Aug 1988 
279 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating home 2 Aug 1988 
280 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating home 2 Aug 1988 
281 Exterior of unknown damaged or deteriorating home 2 Aug 1988 
282 Exterior of Doctor Glover House in Weaver, Alabama 2 Aug 1988 
283 Exterior of Doctor Glover House in Weaver, Alabama 2 Aug 1988 
284 Exterior of Doctor Glover House in Weaver, Alabama 2 Aug 1988 
285 Exterior of Doctor Glover House in Weaver, Alabama 2 Aug 1988 
286 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
287 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
288 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
289 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
290 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
291 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
292 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
293 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
294 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
295 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
296 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
297 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
298 Exterior of unknown home 2 Aug 1988 
299 Exterior of Weaver House in Jacksonville, Alabama 2 Aug 1988 
300 Exterior of Weaver House in Jacksonville, Alabama 2 Aug 1988 
301 Exterior of Weaver House in Jacksonville, Alabama 2 Aug 1988 
302 Exterior of Weaver House in Jacksonville, Alabama 2 Aug 1988 
303 Close up of front exterior of Weaver House in Jacksonville, Alabama 2 Aug 1988 
304 Close up of front exterior of Weaver House in Jacksonville, Alabama 2 Aug 1988 
305 Clothesline, trees, and house in the distance 14 Feb 1989 
306 Small building and clothesline 14 Feb 1989 
307 Small building and clothesline 14 Feb 1989 
308 Front exterior of Word or Bethea Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 14 Feb 1989 
309 Front exterior of Word or Bethea Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 14 Feb 1989 
310 Front exterior of Word or Bethea Home in Jacksonville, Alabama 14 Feb 1989 
311 Exterior of unknown home 14 Feb 1989 
312 Exterior of unknown home 14 Feb 1989 
313 Exterior of unknown home 14 Feb 1989 
314 Exterior of unknown home 14 Feb 1989 
315 Exterior of unknown home 14 Feb 1989 
316 Exterior of unknown home 14 Feb 1989 
317 Exterior of unknown brick home 14 Feb 1989 
318 Exterior of unknown home with large tree in front 14 Feb 1989 
319 Exterior of unknown home 14 Feb 1989 
320 Exterior of unknown home 14 Feb 1989 
321 Close up of exterior brick at base of unknown home 14 Feb 1989 
322 Close up of damage or deteriorating on unknown home’s roof 14 Feb 1989 
323 Exterior of unknown home 14 Feb 1989 
324 Land, road, and trees 14 Feb 1989 
325 Land and trees 14 Feb 1989 
326 Land and trees 14 Feb 1989 
327 Brick tunnel structure near water 14 Feb 1989 
328 Brick tunnel structure near water 14 Feb 1989 
329 Brick tunnel structure near water 14 Feb 1989 
330 Brick tunnel structure near water 14 Feb 1989 
331 Brick tunnel structure near water 14 Feb 1989 
332 Brick tunnel structure near water 14 Feb 1989 
333 Creek or river flowing through trees 14 Feb 1989 
334 Water and dirt 14 Feb 1989 
335 Small building and clothesline 14 Feb 1989 
336 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
337 Side exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
338 Land and unknown building in the distance 20 Mar 1989 
339 Parked car hauler and home in the distance 20 Mar 1989 
340 Parked car hauler and home in the distance 20 Mar 1989 
341 Memorial marker for John M. Ryan 20 Mar 1989 
342 Memorial marker 20 Mar 1989 
343 Memorial marker 20 Mar 1989 
344 Memorial markers 20 Mar 1989 
345 Interior of unknown home - fireplace mantel 20 Mar 1989 
346 Interior of unknown home - fireplace mantel 20 Mar 1989 
347 Unknown home window 20 Mar 1989 
348 Unknown home window 20 Mar 1989 
349 Side exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
350 Front exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
351 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
352 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
353 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
354 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
355 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
356 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
357 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
358 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
359 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
360 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
361 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
362 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
363 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
364 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
365 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
366 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
367 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
368 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
369 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
370 Exterior of unknown home 20 Mar 1989 
371 Home of Abner John Hopton Borders, 1824-1886 1883 
372 Exterior of damaged building 20 Mar 1989 
373 Exterior of damaged building 20 Mar 1989 
374 Ladders atop new building under construction 26 May 1989 
375 Ladders atop new building under construction 26 May 1989 
376 Ladders atop new building under construction 26 May 1989 
377 Ladders atop new building under construction 26 May 1989 
378 Ladders atop new building under construction 26 May 1989 
379 Ladders atop new building under construction 26 May 1989 
380 Brick foundation for new building under construction 26 May 1989 
381 Brick foundation for new building under construction 26 May 1989 
382 Brick foundation for new building under construction 26 May 1989 
383 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
384 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
385 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
386 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
387 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
388 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
389 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
390 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
391 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
392 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
393 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
394 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
395 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
396 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
397 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
398 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
399 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
400 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
401 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
402 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
403 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
404 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
405 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
406 Exterior of St. Luke’s Episcopal Church in Jacksonville, Alabama 26 May 1989 
407 Exterior of St. Luke’s Episcopal Church in Jacksonville, Alabama 26 May 1989 
408 Exterior of St. Luke’s Episcopal Church in Jacksonville, Alabama 26 May 1989 
409 Exterior of St. Luke’s Episcopal Church in Jacksonville, Alabama 26 May 1989 
410 Exterior of St. Luke’s Episcopal Church in Jacksonville, Alabama 26 May 1989 
411 Exterior of St. Luke’s Episcopal Church in Jacksonville, Alabama 26 May 1989 
412 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
413 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
414 Exterior of unknown home with fence 26 May 1989 
415 Exterior of unknown home with fence 26 May 1989 
416 Exterior of unknown home 26 May 1989 
417 Exterior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
418 Exterior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
419 Exterior of Taylor Library beside garage 16 Aug 1989 
420 Exterior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
421 Exterior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
422 Exterior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
423 Interior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
424 Interior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
425 Interior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
426 Interior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
427 Interior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
428 Interior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
429 Interior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
430 Exterior of Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
431 Parked car 16 Aug 1989 
432 Parked car 16 Aug 1989 
433 Exterior of unknown home 16 Aug 1989 
434 Exterior of unknown home and Taylor Library 16 Aug 1989 
435 Lawn and trees 16 Aug 1989 
436 Exterior of unknown building 16 Aug 1989 
437 Exterior of unknown building 16 Aug 1989 
438 Shrubs and lawn of unknown home 16 Aug 1989 
439 Interior of unknown home – recliners 16 Aug 1989 
440 Interior of unknown home – bed and chairs 16 Aug 1989 
441 Exterior of Taylor Library 10 May 1990 
442 Exterior of Taylor Library 10 May 1990 
443 Exterior of Taylor Library 10 May 1990 
444 Exterior of Taylor Library 10 May 1990 
445 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
446 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
447 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
448 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
449 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
450 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
451 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
452 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
453 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
454 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
455 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
456 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
457 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
458 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
459 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
460 Hewed beams of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
461 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
462 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
463 Exterior remains of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in Piedmont, 
Alabama 
10 May 1990 
464 Pegged, hewn timbers of Dixie Hotel, log house beside Hunt Drug, in 
Piedmont, Alabama. Two room log foundation was found under Dixie Hotel 
10 May 1990 
465 Stairway, interior of Burch House Dec 1990 
466 Stairway, interior of Burch House Dec 1990 
467 Stairway, interior of Burch House Dec 1990 
468 Stairway, interior of Burch House Dec 1990 
469 Upstairs mantel, interior of Burch House Dec 1990 
470 Mantel in room left of entrance hall, interior of Burch House Dec 1990 
471 Mantel, interior of Burch House Dec 1990 
472 Exterior of Dudley Whiteside House Dec 1990 
473 Exterior of Dudley Whiteside House Dec 1990 
474 Parlor fireplace, interior of Harper Hall Dec 1990 
475 Front doors and stairway, interior of Harper Hall Dec 1990 
476 Back doors and stairway, interior of Harper Hall Dec 1990 
477 Stairway, interior of Harper Hall Dec 1990 
478 Sloping window casings, interior of Harper Hall Dec 1990 
479 Sloping window casings, interior of Harper Hall Dec 1990 
480 Back doors from den, interior of Harper Hall Dec 1990 
481 East back room showing mahogany graining, interior of Johnston-Cooper-
McRae House 
Dec 1990 
482 South parlor mantel, interior of Johnston-Cooper-McRae House Dec 1990 
483 Mantel, interior of Johnston-Cooper-McRae House Dec 1990 
484 Mantel, interior of Johnston-Cooper-McRae House Dec 1990 
485 Cemetery located at Johnston-Cooper-McRae House Dec 1990 
486 Scarbrough Lot in Cemetery located in White Plains, Alabama Dec 1990 
487 Scarbrough Lot in Cemetery located in White Plains, Alabama Dec 1990 
488 Iron fence, Cemetery located at Baptist Church off Red Road Dec 1990 
489 Russ Means standing at Caleb Morgan’s grave stone in White Plains 
cemetery 
Dec 1990 
490 Grave stones in Shady Grove Cemetery or Pollard’s Bend Cemetery Dec 1990 
491 Grave stones in Shady Grove Cemetery or Pollard’s Bend Cemetery Dec 1990 
492 Grave stones in Shady Grove Cemetery or Pollard’s Bend Cemetery Dec 1990 
493 Grave stones in Shady Grove Cemetery or Pollard’s Bend Cemetery Dec 1990 
494 Grave stones in Shady Grove Cemetery or Pollard’s Bend Cemetery Dec 1990 
495 Grave marker for William Dozier Thornton in Unity Hill Cemetery in Ballplay, 
Alabama 
Dec 1990 
496 Grave marker for William Dozier Thornton in Unity Hill Cemetery in Ballplay, 
Alabama 
Dec 1990 
497 Grave marker for William Dozier Thornton in Unity Hill Cemetery in Ballplay, 
Alabama 
Dec 1990 
498 Grave marker for William Dozier Thornton in Unity Hill Cemetery in Ballplay, 
Alabama 
Dec 1990 
499 Grave stones in Shady Grove Cemetery or Pollard’s Bend Cemetery Dec 1990 
500 Grave stones in Shady Grove Cemetery or Pollard’s Bend Cemetery Dec 1990 
501 Grave stones in Shady Grove Cemetery or Pollard’s Bend Cemetery Dec 1990 
502 Grave stones in Shady Grove Cemetery or Pollard’s Bend Cemetery Dec 1990 
503 Grave stones in Shady Grove Cemetery or Pollard’s Bend Cemetery Dec 1990 
504 Grave stones in Shady Grove Cemetery or Pollard’s Bend Cemetery Dec 1990 
505 Exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North Pelham 
Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
c. 1990-1991 
506 Exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North Pelham 
Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
c. 1990-1991 
507 Exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North Pelham 
Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
c. 1990-1991 
508 Exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North Pelham 
Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
c. 1990-1991 
509 Exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North Pelham 
Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
c. 1990-1991 
510 Exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North Pelham 
Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
c. 1990-1991 
511 Exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North Pelham 
Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
c. 1990-1991 
512 Exterior of Woods-Crook-Tredaway House located at 517 North Pelham 
Road in Jacksonville, Alabama. 
c. 1990-1991 
513 Exterior of unknown home c. 1990-1991 
514 Exterior of unknown home c. 1990-1991 
515 Exterior of unknown home c. 1990-1991 
516 Exterior of unknown home c. 1990-1991 
517 Exterior of unknown home c. 1990-1991 
518 Exterior of unknown home c. 1990-1991 
519 Exterior of unknown home c. 1990-1991 
520 Close up of exterior of unknown home c. 1990-1991 
521 Close up of exterior of unknown home c. 1990-1991 
522 Parked car, a 1980s Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme c. 1990-1991 
523 Exterior of unknown building c. 1990-1991 
524 Exterior of unknown building c. 1990-1991 
525 Trees c. 1990-1991 
526 Land and trees c. 1990-1991 
527 Exterior of unknown fenced in building c. 1990-1991 
528 Exterior of unknown fenced in building c. 1990-1991 
529 Exterior of unknown fenced in building c. 1990-1991 
530 Exterior of unknown fenced in building c. 1990-1991 
531 Exterior of unknown fenced in building c. 1990-1991 
532 Exterior of unknown fenced in building c. 1990-1991 
533 Exterior of unknown fenced in building c. 1990-1991 
534 Exterior of unknown fenced in building c. 1990-1991 
535 Exterior of unknown fenced in building c. 1990-1991 
536 Exterior of unknown fenced in building c. 1990-1991 
 
BOX 2: Personal Photographs & Negatives. Items 1-32, In Folder | 1980s-1990s [NOT DIGITIZED] 
  
Item # Title/Description Date 
1 Family or Friends of Rayford B. Taylor Outside Home c. 1990 
2 Family or Friends with Rayford B. Taylor Outside Home c. 1990 
3 Family or Friends of Rayford B. Taylor Outside Home c. 1990 
4 Family or Friends of Rayford B. Taylor Outside Home c. 1990 
5 Family or Friends with Rayford B. Taylor Outside Home c. 1990 
6 Family or Friends with Rayford B. Taylor Beside Car c. 1990 
7 Family or Friends with Rayford B. Taylor Beside Car c. 1990 
8 Family or Friends of Rayford B. Taylor Beside Car c. 1990 
9 Family or Friends of Rayford B. Taylor Beside Car c. 1990 
10 Family or Friends of Rayford B. Taylor Beside Car c. 1990 
11 Family or Friends of Rayford B. Taylor Beside Car c. 1990 
12 Snow covered trees c. 1990 
13 Snow covered ground outside shed c. 1990 
14 Snow covered trees surrounding small building c. 1990 
15 Exterior view of unknown home covered with snow c.1990 
16 Exterior view of unknown home covered with snow c. 1990 
17 Exterior view of unknown home covered with snow c. 1990 
18 Snow covered trees surrounding small building c. 1990 
19 Male seated in chair outside home 1990 
20 Male standing by flowers in yard 1990 
21 Russ Means Dec 1990 
22 Two females, Myrtle and Dot, inside home Summer 
1990 
23 Two females, Myrtle and Dot, inside home Summer 
1990 
24 Two females, Myrtle and Dot, inside home Summer 
1990 
25 Two females, Myrtle and Dot, inside home Summer 
1990 
26 Male and female inside home Summer 
1990 
27 Female seated at typewriter inside home Summer 
1990 
28 Two females, Myrtle and Dot, outside home Summer 
1990 
29 Two females, Myrtle and Dot, outside home Summer 
1990 
30 Two males outside home c. 1990 
31 Two males outside home c. 1990 
32 Bookshelf inside home c. 1990 
 
 
